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MACD, ADX, Stochastics, Fibonacci, RSI, Parabolic SAR, StochRSI, Aroon, Ease of Movement

(EMV)...have you gotten confused already?What happened if these trading indicators contradict one

another? Have you ever slammed your trading desk because of frustration and confusion over

which trading indicators to use? THE GOOD NEWS: The popular trading indicators mentioned

above and in most trading books are NOT the only ones out there.There are more....and YOU are

about to find out.Everyone --- who is willing to put the time and efforts --- to learn the correct

techniques will be able to be a consistently profitable trader / investor in the market.And the success

you will have after learning these new trading indicators is irrelevant to what kind of market the

investor is trading. Any financial market --- from stocks, bonds, futures, options, commodities, and

even Forex trading. --- will do.How so? Arenâ€™t they all different instruments?They are different,

but human nature is always the same. And that is the reason learning and understanding the basic

of stock chart analysis (along with trading indicators) are critical for every trader â€“ investor out

there.How this book will enlighten your trading brain AS SOON AS you finish reading it:1) The

reason Warren Buffet once said "In Investing, Rule # 1: Don't Lose. Rule # 2: See Rule Number

1."2) The caveat of using any trading indicator.3) How to set the four indicators up and make profits

in the stock market, or any market not excluding options, futures, and Forex. 4) How to set the four

indicators up for day trading, swing trading, or long term investing.I guarantee you these 4 technical

analysis tools are not the ones you will hear from your investment advisers, fund manager,

retirement planner, or your finance professor in college when they lecture you on how to invest in

stocks or any other securities.Comprehensive but simple, this book shows what the trading

indicators not many are talking about in a straightforward and effective manner. It is my humble

expectation this book can give you some additional insights and add an extra ammo to your vast

investing and trading arsenal.Trading strategy or trading system is probably the most underrated

tool in the world full of financial BS and drama.The truth is: Opinion never matters. Only price does.

And without being able to "plan your trade and trade your plan", a trader will not be able to make

consistent money.No technical analysis-based trading system works without a solid understanding

and application of the right trading indicators.Donâ€™t Leave Your Trading to Chancesâ€¦â€¦because

then frankly, you just gamble your money away. Might as well go to Vegas. More fun.There is

nothing to lose. Download this book today, devour it, and return it within 5 days if you don't feel it is

helpful. If you are a Kindle Unlimited subscriber, just borrow it today and return it anytime. You can't

lose either way.
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After reading these reviews I found the author contradicted himself numerous times. I am surprised

no one spotted these contradictions. First the author rightfully stated that all technical indicators are

lagging indicators and that there are no leading indicators, but a few pages later when describing a

volume indicator in one of his chapters he called it a leading indicator. Contradiction number one.

Number two, author rightfully states that using too many indicators on a chart causes analysis

paralysis, but all of his examples utilize 5 or more indicators contradicting what he writes at the end

of the ebook that "too many indicators make a chart look sloppy and not clean". Contradiction

number three, author stresses price action but all of his examples are void of any price action,

especially when he describes pivot points, which brings us to get another contradiction in this book.

Pivot points is described in this book as an "untold indicator" when it happens to be a very widely

used indicator by amateurs and pros alike. The only thing that made me give this book 2 stars is the

TSI indicator chapter. But to avoid paying money for this ebook just for that chapter please do a

search on Google for the TSI trader blog where you will not only get the ways to trade this indicator,

which is more extensive than this ebook offers, but you will also see the bloggers trading wins and

losses using the TSI indicator, for free. Newbie traders please find free articles online before

wasting 3 and change on this one.



For the past few years I have been experimenting with trading, losing more than I have made.

Reading this book I began to laugh as the author hits the nail on the head of what I used to do. I had

made trades based on assumptions and poor advice from the rumor mill. In "Charts Don't Lie" the

author gives systematic trading tools to add to the 'toolbox' of trading skills. The untold 4 include

well-written indicators and guidance explaining how to enhance my skills. Being a novice 'medium

term swing trader' I have found this book to be effective and to the point. Thank you for the tips,

hopefully now that I have a better grasp of what I am doing I can see more profits than loss in the

future.

Great yet easy read. This book cuts to the chase and immediately focuses the reader on the four

techniques. It is a breath of fresh air compared to thick the volumes and pages that need to be

rummaged through with other investment/trading books. While there are definitely no shortcuts to

investing wisely, I will say that this book does a really decent job in putting across the gist of the four

techniques in a succinct and easy to digest manner.

The four indicators Mr. Ryan outlines in his book are not new, they've been around awhile. How he

pairs them up and explains why you should use them in the way he outlines is new and worth taking

a look at for all traders.

This book is exactly what I was looking for when it came to advice on trading. The book does not

waste time and get's straight to the point which I admire. The 4 Untold Indicator's are grouped in a

way that is easy to understand and professionally presented. Being new in trading, I am just

learning about all the different strategies and philosophies behind trading. The author comes across

as down to earth and honest which is nice compared to some other books I have read. The different

graphs in this book presented a illustrative view that really backed up the information presented. I

particularly enjoyed the chapter on TSI (True Strength Index) as it provided information I have not

seen anywhere else. This book certainly presented unique trading indicators that actually seem to

work. After reading this book I am certainly much more excited to get into trading.

I have never known much about trading or even the basics of the business.This author manages

GO maintain his intellectual way of speaking while also allowing for the reader to easily follow his

ideas. Being new in this business, I am just learning about all the different strategies that trading



requires. I particularly enjoyed that the author broke it down from the most basic level. This book is

great for beginners. After reading this book I am certainly much more excited to get into trading.

Excellent book. Have often heard price & volume are 2 of the best indicators when trading. This

author personally responds to questions and I've also subscribed to his free website. I look forward

to reading his next book. He has excellent parameters for setups for good trades and if you follow

the rules it will keep you out of bad ones. Like any trading strategy it takes DISCIPLINE to pay

attention to red flags and wait for good trades with green flags. (He gives you what to look for for

both).Some of the 1 star reviews are just stupid! The author shouldn't be blamed for their ignorance

& stupidity because they haven't the first clue about trading and don't or won't put forth the effort to

learn! Have traded for 20 years and it's an ever learning experience. This is a good book and easy

to understand even for beginners. I have made notes from it for my own trading parameters.
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